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Abstract. The role of magnetic shear in affecting electron transport is discussed on the basis
of the Frascati tokamak upgrade (FTU) data with central electron cyclotron resonance heating
(ECRH) on the current ramp phase and with pellet injection. The results point out that strongly
negative magnetic shear is not a necessary condition in order to have good electron transport and
that magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity plays a crucial role in affecting the electron transport
in the region with low/negative magnetic shear. The theoretical arguments for the dependence of
transport on magnetic shear are reviewed and compared with the experimental evidence.

1. Introduction
The possibility of achieving enhanced confinement regimes in the presence of flat or inverted
safety factor profiles has been demonstrated by several tokamaks in the last few years [1–10].
These regimes are potentially interesting in view of the application to the advanced mode of
tokamak operation characterized by a large fraction of the plasma current produced by the
bootstrap mechanism which tends to yield non-monotonic safety factor profiles.
In most of the experiments carried out so far, the confinement improvement is mainly
associated with the ion channel whereas the electron confinement does not seem to be strongly
affected, except in the case of large negative magnetic shear discharges on JT-60U [3] and
optimized shear discharges on JET [4]. Furthermore, most of the results refer to a situation
characterized by dominant ion heating, whereas only a minor number of experiments have
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observed such a result with dominant electron heating, which is the typical situation of an alpha
particle heated reactor plasma. To be specific, a reduction of the electron thermal conductivity
has been observed in Tore Supra with lower hybrid (LH) current drive [8] and on RTP with
electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH) [10]. However, in both cases the low/reversed
magnetic shear equilibrium is obtained in the presence of off-axis heating, making it difficult to
determine the transport behaviour in the presence of large gradients in the temperature profile
which can provide enough free energy to drive the electron turbulence.
In the present paper, the following issues will be addressed: (a) Is strong negative shear
necessary to obtain enhanced confinement? (b) Is the improvement characterized by a barrier
or by a global decrease? (c) What is the role of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity in
affecting the electron transport?
In order to investigate these points, discharges with low/reversed magnetic shear obtained
either by ECRH on the current ramp [9] or pellet injection [11] have been performed on the
Frascati tokamak upgrade (FTU) (major radius R0 = 0.935 m, minor radius a = 0.3 m,
molybdenum toroidal limiter, stainless steel liner) [12]. The use of central ECRH, in the
presence of flat/non-monotonic q profiles, allows us to produce large electron temperature
gradients which can, in principle, destabilize electron turbulence. Pellet injection discharges
exhibit extended phases in which no macroscopic MHD activity is present and allow for good
power balance analysis. It should be noted that the first example of confinement enhancement
with flat/non-monotonic q profiles has indeed been observed on JET with pellet injection [13].
A comprehensive analysis of the MHD activity in these FTU discharges is presented in [14].
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 the FTU results with ECRH are described
and discussed. The role of MHD activity is investigated in section 3 both for ECRH and pellet
discharges. In section 4 the theoretical arguments are reviewed which support an explicit
dependence on magnetic shear of the electron transport. Concluding remarks are given in
section 5.
2. Electron cyclotron heating on the current ramp
Experiments were carried out on FTU by injecting up to 360 kW of ECRH power at 140 GHz
(corresponding to the fundamental electron cyclotron frequency at B = 5 T) during the current
ramp-up phase of 0.7 MA discharges. Profiles with reversed magnetic shear were obtained
by ramping the plasma current at a fast rate (5–7 MA s−1 ) in the presence of high electron
temperature values (in excess of 8 keV) that slow down the current diffusion.
The time evolution of a typical deuterium discharge is shown in figure 1. The toroidal
magnetic field at the centre of the vacuum chamber was set at B0 = 5.4 T in order to have the
resonance close to the magnetic axis (Rax = 0.97 m). Temperature and density at the beginning
of the ECRH pulse (t = 55 ms) were Te (Rax ) = 1 keV and ne (Rax ) = 2.5 × 1019 m−3 . The
central temperature reached a steady state in 25 ms.
Resistive diffusion calculations show that a non-monotonic q profile was produced during
most of the ECRH pulse. A fast rearrangement in the temperature profile involving an annular
region is observed at t = 106 ms, with m = 2 post cursor oscillations, which can be attributed
to the destabilization of a double tearing mode in the presence of a pair of q = 2 MHD
resonances [14]. This observation confirms that a non-monotonic q profile is indeed achieved.
The Te profile evolution for the same discharge is shown in figure 2.
The power balance in the central region of the discharge shown in figure 2 is dominated
by ECRH since the achieved flux surface averaged ECRH power densities are larger by an
order of magnitude than the ohmic values, due to good collimation of the launched beam, the
low plasma refraction and the very high first pass absorption [15]; this allows us to perform an
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Figure 1. Time evolution of (a) plasma current; (b) line-averaged electron density; (c) fast electron
temperature measurement at R = 1.01 m (full curve) and peak temperature (triangles).
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Figure 2. Electron temperature profile evolution for the pulse shown in figure 1. ECRH is applied
at t = 55 ms; the resonance location is marked by a broken vertical line.

accurate analysis of the electron heat transport in a plasma with reversed magnetic shear and
large values of the heat flux.
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Figure 3. Time evolution of the q profile calculated for pulse 12658 assuming Zeff = 6.7, Spitzer
resistivity and relaxed current profile at t = 51 ms.

The electron thermal diffusivity χe is obtained (by neglecting convective losses) from the
condition
∂Te
hqe ∇ρi = −χe ne h|∇ρ|2 i
.
∂ρ
The left-hand side is the radial component of the electron heat flux averaged on the magnetic
surface and can be evaluated from the electron power balance equation:
hqe ∇ρi = (PEC + POH − Pei − PRAD − ∂W/∂t)/V 0
which accounts for power sources and sinks inside the magnetic surface: PEC is the ECRH
power, POH is the ohmic power, Pei is the electron–ion equipartition term, PRAD is the radiated
0
power,
√ W is the electron thermal energy and V = ∂V /∂ρ. The effective flux surface radius
ρ = 8T /πB0 is defined in terms of the toroidal flux 8T . The experimental equilibrium is
determined by a magnetic reconstruction code [16].
The q-profile evolution for pulse 12658 (see figure 2) is shown in figure 3. The profiles
are obtained from the solution of the magnetic field diffusion equation, starting with a relaxed
current density profile at t = 51 ms, i.e. neglecting the skin effect in the low-temperature phase
which precedes the ECRH injection. The calculation is benchmarked by the occurrence of a
m = 2 double tearing relaxation at t = 106 ms.
The electron thermal diffusivity profile is shown in figure 4. The uncertainties arising
from the ohmic power evaluation, represented by the shaded area in the figure, are reasonably
low for ρ/ρedge < 0.4. It is remarkable that the diffusivity values are below 0.4 m2 s−1 in the
region inside one third of the plasma radius with a minimum at χe ≈ 0.2 m2 s−1 ; such values
are close to the lowest ones found in ohmic discharges, but have now been obtained in the
presence of much larger fluxes and electron temperature gradients, as shown in figure 5, where
the electron heat flux against −ne ∂Te /∂ρ plots are overlaid for the pulse 12658 at t = 96 ms
(at this time Ip = 0.5 MA and n̄e = 4 × 1019 m−3 ), and for two typical ohmic, steady-state
discharges with similar current and density.
3. Effect of MHD activity on the electron transport
The electron energy confinement in plasma regions with low or reversed magnetic shear is
limited by MHD activity. This is evident in ECRH discharges, in which the progressive
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Figure 4. Radial profile of the electron heat diffusivity for pulse 12658 at t = 96 ms. The shaded
area represents the uncertainties arising from the ohmic power calculation.

Figure 5. Flux surface averaged normal electron heat flux against −ne ∂Te /∂ρ for pulse 12568
at t = 96 ms and for the flat-top of two ohmic pulses with similar current and density (7052,
t = 880 ms; 7296, t = 980 ms). SI units are used so that, apart from a geometric factor close to 1,
χe is just the ratio between the plotted quantities. Data are shown for ρ 6 0.3ρedge .

decrease of the minimum q value (qmin ) is accompanied by macroscopic (5–10% amplitude)
temperature fluctuations (figure 6). For qmin ≈ 1, the temperature evolution transiently
reverts from fluctuating to monotonically increasing, and the thermal energy in the plasma
core increases at a rate of 260 kW, which is close to 70% of the net power input in the same
plasma volume; as a consequence, the electron thermal diffusivity given by the interpretative
transport analysis is strongly reduced throughout the plasma core. Figure 7 shows that such a
reduction is due not only to the reduced heat flux, but also to an increase in the temperature
gradient. The shear calculated from the magnetic field diffusion equation ranges from s = 0
to s = 0.3 in the low transport region. This demonstrates that a strongly negative shear is not
a necessary condition for low electron transport.
The observation of confinement improvement associated with a pause in macroscopic
fluctuations points to the existence of energy transport due to non-diffusive, intermittent phenomena, that play a role similar to sawteeth, although their period is erratic, and their amplitude
is sufficient to clamp the peak temperature, but not to flatten the profile in the central region.
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Figure 6. Time traces of Te (0) for FTU pulse 12799 with PECRH = 360 kW. The arrows mark the
times for the profiles shown in figure 8.

Figure 7. Flux surface averaged normal electron heat flux against −ne ∂Te /∂ρ for pulse 12799
before and during the Te rise at qmin = 1. SI units are used so that, apart from a geometric factor
close to 1, χe is just the ratio between the plotted quantities. Data are shown for ρ 6 0.3ρedge .

The temperature rise in the discharge shown in figure 6 lasts for about 10 ms, just enough
to estimate its effect on the power balance, the time resolution of the temperature profile
measurement being 5 ms (figure 8).
A similar phenomenon is observed a short time before the onset of sawteeth in all FTU
discharges with central ECRH. The temperature rise is terminated by the onset of m = 1
oscillations that precur the first sawtooth crash. A similar phenomenon has been observed on
the DIII-D tokamak during fast wave injection experiments [17].
A temperature rise is also observed for qmin ≈ 2, provided that the minimum q radius is
close to the magnetic axis (this is not the case of figure 6, where the negative shear region is
relatively broad when qmin ≈ 2, and a large scale double tearing crash is observed instead of the
temperature rise). The duration of this phenomenon is not sufficient to detect its effect on the
power balance, but the correlation between the temperature rise and the pause in fluctuations,
followed by a rapid temperature drop caused by the growth of an m = 2 magnetic island is
clear [14b].
Improvements of the electron confinement associated to integer or half-integer q values
had been observed in other experiments [18] and been attributed to the existence of transport
barriers. On the other hand, increased transport due to the formation of magnetic islands has
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Figure 9. Electron thermal diffusivity before pellet injection (broken curve) and during the MHDquiescent phase (full curve) for FTU pulse 11612. The pre-pellet data are not plotted in the region
affected by sawteeth.
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Figure 10. Comparison between the temperature profile measured at t = 130 ms in pulse 12799
and the one simulated by the mixed Bohm–gyro-Bohm transport model.
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also been observed in several experiments with monotonic q profiles. The picture emerging
from FTU results bridges the gap between those apparently contradictory observations: for
inverted or flat q profiles, the purely diffusive electron heat flux is very low, but the temperature
peaking is clamped by macroscopic fluctuations. For the major ones occurring at qmin ≈ 1
and qmin ≈ 2, the behaviour of the temperature time-traces allows to ascribe the temperature
drops to the destabilization of tearing modes. We conjecture that all the observed macroscopic
fluctuations are due to the excitation of tearing modes as qmin crosses low-order rational values,
and that the absence of such values in gaps around integer qmin values is the reason for the
confinement improvement. Tearing modes with m > 2 can be destabilized owing to the
presence of pairs of q = m/n resonances if the shear is negative [14]. In addition, the large
pressure gradient can bring the system close to the ideal stability threshold: the local poloidal
beta βP (r) = 2µ0 (hpi − p(r))/BP (r)2 can reach values βP > 3 in the low-negative shear
region. On the other hand, near-integer q values do not play any positive role where the q
profile is monotonic and the pressure gradient is lower due to strongly anomalous diffusive
transport, so that only the adverse effect of islands at exactly integer q values is left.
The confinement improvement in ECRH discharges is transient, since the q profile
evolution is driven on the resistive diffusion time scale by the current ramp-up. The injection
of deuterium pellets penetrating inside the sawtooth inversion radius suppresses the sawtooth
activity and leaves the plasma MHD-quiescent for at least one confinement time. This allows
us to study the diffusive heat transport in a wide plasma region of nearly zero magnetic shear.
Transport analysis shows that the electron heat transport is almost suppressed in this region
[11] as shown in figure 9. The MHD-quiescent period is terminated by the growth of an m = 1,
n = 1 kink distortion of the plasma core. According to resistive diffusion calculations, the
central q rises slightly above the pre-pellet value during the quiescent period, and decreases
again just before the onset of the m = 1 mode. This result suggests that the suppression of
electron heat transport in the post-pellet phase is due to the same effective transport barrier
that has been found in ECRH discharges for qmin ≈ 1.
4. Theoretical models for confinement improvement
The aim of the present section is to review the theoretical arguments which support an explicit
dependence of the turbulent electron transport on magnetic shear. The (E × B) stabilization
mechanism [19], which qualitatively explains most of the features of the transitions, has been
reviewed in [20] and will not be further discussed here.
4.1. Change in the toroidal precession velocity
In the presence of negative magnetic shear, the toroidal precession frequency of trapped
particles changes sign and the wave–particle resonance condition is lost for modes propagating
in the electron diamagnetic direction. As shown first by Kadomtsev and Pogutse [21], as
magnetic shear is decreased, the region in velocity space corresponding to a negative precession
velocity increases in size. As a consequence, modes propagating in the electron diamagnetic
direction tend to loose the wave–particle resonance condition and the collisionless trapped
electron mode tends to be suppressed.
This result is particularly interesting in view of the explanation of the confinement
enhancement obtained with pellet injection. It was shown in [22] that peaking the density
profile is effective in order to stabilize the ion temperature gradient driven mode only as long
as the effect of trapped electrons is suppressed. Such a result may be obtained if the electron
collisionality is sufficiently large that the trapped-electron population is reduced, but certainly
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this is not the case, for example, for the pellet enhanced performance mode on JET [13] which
achieved conditions in which the collisionless trapped electron mode should be excited. Such a
discrepancy can be reconciled with the experimental results if the safety factor profile is hollow.
In particular, in the latter case the change in the trapped particle precession frequency can reduce
the region corresponding to the residual trapped electron instability shown in figure 3 of [22].
4.2. Changes in the radial correlation length
The radial correlation length of electrostatic turbulence is also strongly affected by magnetic
shear. In a 2D tokamak equilibrium a global eigenmode, characterized by a toroidal mode
number n, is formed by the superposition of poloidal harmonics with different poloidal mode
number m, each harmonic being centred around the magnetic surface at which q = m/n.
For s = O(1) the distance between neighbouring mode rational surfaces is comparable with
the radial width of each poloidal harmonic. As a consequence, the degree of overlap between
neighbouring poloidal harmonics is large and the resulting global eigenfunction is characterized
by a radial correlation length of the order Lr ≈ (aρi )1/2 , with a being the minor radius
and ρi the ion Larmor radius [23]. As magnetic shear is decreased, the distance between
neighbouring mode rational surfaces increases faster than the width of each harmonic. As a
consequence the degree of overlap becomes small and each poloidal harmonic tends to behave
independently of the neighbouring harmonics. In these conditions the radial correlation length
decreases exponentially as shear is decreased Lr ≈ (aρi )1/2 exp(−1/|s|), approaching a value
corresponding to the width of a single harmonic, which scales as the ion Larmor radius. Upon
assuming that the thermal diffusivity is given by quasilinear theory
L2r
τc
with τc being the turbulence autocorrelation time, this expression takes the form of a Bohm and
a gyro-Bohm diffusion coefficient in the high and low magnetic shear limit, respectively. On
the basis of this theoretical argument, a mixed Bohm–gyro-Bohm model has been proposed
which accounts for the shear dependence of transport [24]
χe =

χe = DB (a/LT )(αB q 2 f (s) + αgB ρ ? )
with DB = Te /eB is the Bohm coefficient, LT = −(d ln Te /dr)−1 , ρ ? = ρs /a, ρs is the ion
Larmor radius evaluated with the electron temperature, αB and αgB are numerical coefficients
and f (s) = s 2 /(1+|s|3 ). The model has been validated against JET data and the ITER database.
A comparison with FTU data is shown in figure 10 showing reasonably good agreement.
The two mechanisms discussed have different implications. The former requires strongly
negative magnetic shear values for the transport barrier formation, whereas the latter requires
a low magnetic shear value for transport improvement, in agreement with the FTU results.
It is important to note that the mechanisms discussed are not alternative to the explanation
of the onset of transport barriers in terms of the formation of radial electric fields which induce
a sheared (E × B) rotation to quench the plasma turbulence. In addition, negative magnetic
shear can also enhance the (E × B) shearing rate [25]. Finally, the high-q values in the
plasma core typical of these regimes may produce an enhanced Shafranov shift which plays a
stabilizing role on the ion temperature gradient driven modes [26].
5. Discussion and conclusions
The analysis of ECRH and pellet discharges on FTU shows that, in order to improve the
electron transport, the presence of a strongly negative magnetic shear (as inferred from the
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JT60-U results) is not a necessary condition. As discussed in [27], the correlation with the
presence of a strongly negative magnetic shear region could be due to the very slow current
diffusion following the onset of the electron transport barrier. The interplay between current
diffusion and electron transport barrier formation makes difficult a precise assessment of the
specific role of magnetic shear.
A decrease in the electron thermal conductivity is observed on FTU over the entire region of
small/negative magnetic shear. It is remarkable that such a low value is observed in the presence
of a large temperature gradient which can provide a substantial free energy source to drive
electron turbulence. Therefore, the present result goes beyond the conventional improvement
obtained simply by sawtooth stabilization and limited to the region inside the q = 1 surface.
The role of MHD activity is crucial in affecting the electron transport. During the phase
in which MHD activity is totally suppressed the electron transport drops to very low values in
the presence of flat or inverted q profiles. Such a behaviour is particularly impressive in pellet
discharges which exhibit an extended phase with negligible electron transport.
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